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 ANNALS, AAPSS, 430, March 1977

 Why States Go-And Don't Go-Nuclear

 By WILLIAM EPSTEIN

 ABSTRACT: The incentives and disincentives for countries

 to go nuclear comprise a combination of military, political, and
 economic concerns and motivations. These vary over time for
 different countries. For countries allied to one of the two

 nuclear superpowers, concern about their military security is
 not a predominant factor, while it is the decisive one for the
 non-nuclear countries who are not under the nuclear umbrella

 of a superpower and who perceive serious threats to their
 security. For countries without acute security problems, the
 political and economic motivations are the predominant ones
 and these include such incentives as strengthening their
 independence and increasing their status and prestige in the
 world. The disincentives are largely potential, ranging from
 effective security guarantees through adequate supplies of
 conventional armaments to assurances concerning future
 supplies of fissile materials. Incentives to go nuclear appear to
 outweigh the disincentives. Only drastic measures by the
 nuclear powers in the way of security assurances, nuclear
 disarmament, and the creation of a more just political and
 economic world order can serve to prevent the emergence of
 a proliferated world.

 William Epstein is a Special Fellow at the United Nations Institute for Training
 and Research and is engagedfrom time to time as a Special Consultant on Disarma-
 ment by the Secretary-General of the United Nations. He was for many years the
 Director of the Disarmament Division of the United Nations Secretariat. He is also a
 Visiting Professor at the University of Victoria in British Columbia, Canada. He
 has written extensively on arms control and disarmament, the non-proliferation of
 nuclear weapons, disarmament negotiations, and international organization. His
 most recent book is The Last Chance: Nuclear Proliferation and Arms Control.

 The expression to "go nuclear" is used in this paper to mean the acquisition of a nuclear device,
 whether by manufacture or otherwise, whose availability has been publicly demonstrated by
 the carrying out of a nuclear explosion whether for military or peaceful purposes. For other
 definitions see the Glossary.
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 WHY STATES GO NUCLEAR

 THE ESSENCE of the nuclear
 arms race is power-military,

 political, and economic. Almost all
 nations want to enhance their power
 and thus improve their positions in
 the world and increase their in-
 fluence over the behavior of other
 nations. At the very least, many
 will wish to diminish their depen-
 dence on other states and to increase
 their freedom of action-outcomes

 which again may depend on their
 accretion of power.

 The particular forms that this
 quest for power will take will, of
 course, vary; however, some states
 view nuclear proliferation as a
 means to this end. As spelled out
 below, they see nuclear weapons as
 promoting their security, enhancing
 their prestige, augmenting their in-
 fluence, and improving their
 economic conditions. Whether, and
 to what extent, a given state will act
 on these views depends in part on its
 leaders' perceptions of the inter-
 national environment and on their
 assessments of the best ways to
 achieve national objectives in that
 environment. It depends also, how-
 ever, on the results of bureaucratic
 competition and on the pressures of
 domestic politics. Thus, the incen-
 tives and disincentives which are
 discussed below will apply differ-
 ently to different countries at differ-
 ent times, according to both external
 and internal developments. In
 nuclear proliferation-as in life it-
 self-nothing is simple!

 MILITARY SECURITY

 The dominant positive and nega-
 tive incentives to go, or not to go,
 nuclear are those involving a
 country's military security. Problems
 of military security are paramount
 questions for all governments, and in
 the absence of any other satisfactory

 ways of ensuring it, defense based
 on military force is the customary
 preferred path. Whether the disin-
 centives to go nuclear can be rein-
 forced and made to outweigh the
 incentives will, to a large degree,
 depend on whether satisfactory
 alternatives can be found to the
 possession of military power as a
 means of ensuring security.

 The desire to avoid the incalcul-
 able dangers and destruction of a
 nuclear holocaust-either another
 Hiroshima or a multitude of Hiro-
 shimas-has been the most power-
 ful disincentive to the spread of
 nuclear weapons. Nuclear weapons
 are still regarded with abhorrence
 as weapons of mass destruction.
 Fears of the open-ended prolifera-
 tion of nuclear weapons were the
 main stimuli that led to the success-
 ful conclusion of the Non-Prolifera-
 tion Treaty (NPT) in 1968. Strong
 support for the treaty came from two
 sources: the nuclear powers, who
 were its architects and chief protago-
 nists, and the non-nuclear countries
 that had little potential and no
 likelihood of being able to go
 nuclear for decades to come (the
 "never-nuclears"). Because of their
 perceived common interest in pre-
 venting the major industrial states,
 such as West Germany and Japan,
 and such Third World countries as
 India, Israel, and Brazil, from going
 nuclear, the great and the small
 powers entered into a tacit alliance
 in an effort to prevent the near-
 nuclear and potential nuclear powers
 from going nuclear.

 It was recognized that unless the
 process of proliferation was stopped
 all countries that could afford them
 would eventually acquire nuclear
 weapons, which would then become
 almost as common and universal as
 conventional weapons. Few doubted
 that this would mean almost inevit-
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 ably a nuclear war of some kind.
 The danger lay not only in the
 possibilities of a nuclear war by
 deliberate intent and premeditation
 but, even more, the likelihood of
 such a war in a proliferated world
 occurring by accident, miscalcula-
 tion, human or mechanical failure;
 ineffective command, control, and
 communication procedures; nuclear
 blackmail and terrorism; escalation
 of a regional conventional or nuclear
 war; or by sheer madness.

 There is little support today for the
 "Gallois approach" which holds that
 the possession of nuclear weapons
 by additional nuclear powers, in-
 cluding adversaries among the
 smaller hostile ones, might have a
 mutually deterrent and stabilizing
 effect, as is claimed in the case of
 the great nuclear powers. It is be-
 cause of the broad acceptance of the
 threat to international peace and
 security that would be posed by the
 further proliferation of nuclear
 weapons that the NPT, despite all its
 shortcomings, now has 100 signa-
 tories.

 While the fears of the increased
 possibilities of a nuclear war with all
 its unthinkable consequences pro-
 vided the main disincentive for the
 "horizontal" proliferation of nuclear
 weapons to new countries, it was the
 tremendous military advantages that
 flowed from the destructiveness of
 these weapons that provided the
 main incentive for both the "verti-
 cal" proliferation of their nuclear
 stockpiles by the nuclear powers
 and the acquisition of such weapons
 by additional powers. A list of such
 advantages which have motivated
 countries in the past, and may do so
 to other countries in the future, in-
 cludes the following:

 a. To achieve military superiority
 over an enemy or potential enemy

 (for example, the United States
 against Germany and Japan in World
 War II).

 b. To prevent a perceived or
 potential enemy from achieving or
 maintaining superiority over you in
 either nuclear or conventional

 weapons (for example, each of the
 present nuclear powers).
 c. To achieve an effective

 deterrent against a hostile nuclear
 power (for example, the NATO
 nuclear powers and possibly such
 potential nuclear powers as Israel,
 Iran, Pakistan, South Korea, and
 Taiwan).

 d. To ensure that you will have a
 nuclear weapon capability or at least
 a nuclear option before an adversary
 does (for example, Argentina, Brazil,
 Egypt, Israel, Libya, and Saudi
 Arabia).

 e. To achieve a greater degree of
 military independence without hav-
 ing to rely on the support of one or
 more nuclear powers (for example,
 Britain, France, China, India).

 The USSR (in 1949), the UK (in
 1952), France (in 1960), and China
 (in 1964) have each acquired nuclear
 weapons in part to deter a nuclear
 attack or threat by one of the nuclear
 superpowers. Each of these countries
 proceeded to acquire (more or less)
 invulnerable strategic nuclear
 weapons in order to be able to inflict
 an unacceptable amount of damage
 on the potential enemy. Once any
 country has gone nuclear, its rivals
 or competitors (whether adversary
 great powers or hostile neighboring
 small powers) are subjected to
 powerful pressures also to acquire
 nuclear weapons.

 India, too, which had been one of
 the strongest and most active pro-
 ponents of non-proliferation in the
 1950s and early sixties, began to
 think in terms of nuclear deterrence
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 after China exploded its first atomic
 bomb. Now that India has gone
 nuclear, domestic pressures on
 Pakistan to do so become practically
 irresistible. As Ali Bhutto remarked
 a few years ago, Pakistan will "eat
 grass" if necessary to keep up with
 India.

 If Pakistan should go nuclear in
 order not to be defenseless against
 a possible Indian attack, it is hardly
 likely that Iran and Indonesia will
 refrain from going nuclear for similar
 security reasons. What new line or
 "firebreak" can be invented to keep
 Iran and Indonesia and eventually
 Bangladesh from going nuclear? It is
 easy to outline scenarios whereby
 Taiwan might feel it necessary to
 acquire a nuclear deterrent force
 against China or South Korea against
 either the USSR or China.

 The logic of the "awful arith-
 metic" of nuclear weaponry is that
 the same reasons or arguments that
 led to the emergence of six nuclear
 powers can be used (whether rightly
 or wrongly is largely irrelevant) by
 the seventh, eighth, and ninth
 nuclear powers. The latter might be
 third-class nuclear powers who
 would have no really effective
 deterrent capacity against either the
 superpowers or the secondary
 nuclear powers for many years or
 decades. But a third-class nuclear
 power would certainly have an over-
 whelming military advantage in its
 own local area or region if it were
 the sole nuclear power there; it
 would have a deterrent capability
 against any local attack even if it lost
 its monopoly and one or more
 countries in the region acquired
 nuclear weapons. And it might be-
 lieve it had some deterrent capability
 even against a nuclear power-at
 least enough to discourage ordinary
 nuclear threats or blackmail.

 The domino theory would seem to

 have greater applicability to
 countries going nuclear than to
 countries falling to a political
 ideology. Whether it be regarded as
 the Nth-country problem or as a sort
 of chain reaction, the fact is that each
 time a country goes nuclear, it
 increases the incentives or pressures
 for its neighbors and other similarly
 situated countries to do so. So long
 as there was a sort of firebreak
 separating the great powers, who
 were permanent members of the
 Security Council, from all other
 powers, there was a chance of hold-
 ing the line against the further
 horizontal proliferation of nuclear
 weapons. But once membership in
 the club is acquired by a middle or
 smaller power, the disincentive for
 other middle or smaller powers is
 greatly weakened.

 If one other country should go
 nuclear, it would be difficult to keep
 the dam from bursting. Countries
 that had ratified the NPT might with-
 draw on three months' notice. As
 one country after another went
 nuclear, it would not take long for
 some parties to give notice of
 withdrawal. As the Shah of Iran said
 in September 1975 in an interview
 with the New York Times: "I am not
 really thinking of nuclear arms. But
 if 20 or 30 ridiculous little countries
 are going to develop nuclear
 weapons, then I may have to revise
 my policies. Even Libya is talking
 about trying to manufacture atomic
 weapons." There is no way of know-
 ing how firmly he would stand on the
 figures 20 or 30. Depending on what
 countries went nuclear, the figures
 might be reduced to two or three.

 The argument of a nuclear deter-
 rent against a massive conventional
 attack may be perceived as having
 considerable validity for Israel
 against the Arab states, South Africa
 against black Africa, and Argentina
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 against Brazil. In fact, apart from the
 example of these near-nuclear states,
 it can be used by any relatively
 advanced small state against any
 large neighbor whom it regards as a
 potential conventional adversary. It
 could apply to Cuba, Pakistan,
 Taiwan, and Turkey and a host of
 others, including Yugoslavia against
 the Soviet Union. Looking ahead to
 the more distant future, some schol-
 ars have even speculated about the
 possibility that some of the small
 Warsaw Pact powers in Eastern
 Europe might harbor such thoughts
 against the Soviet Union.

 It was mainly for military reasons
 that a number of near-nuclear
 countries with vital security prob-
 lems did not become parties to the
 NPT. They and some potential
 nuclear powers that had similar
 acute security problems wanted to
 keep their options open and are the
 most likely candidates to go nuclear
 over a period of time. The most
 important of these countries are:
 Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Cuba,
 Egypt, India, Indonesia, Israel,
 Pakistan, Turkey, South Africa,
 Spain, and Switzerland. Other
 countries that are parties to the NPT,
 but that have important internal or
 international security problems,
 include Iran, Libya, South Korea,
 Taiwan, and Yugoslavia; under the
 terms of the NPT they can, if they
 choose, withdraw on three months'
 notice.

 A major disincentive for such
 countries going nuclear would be
 the provision of effective and cred-
 ible security guarantees. Such
 guarantees can be provided in a
 number of ways:

 a. By positive guarantees to come
 to a country's aid if it is threatened
 or attacked with nuclear weapons.
 The most effective guarantee is by a

 treaty of military alliance. Thus, the
 members of the NATO and Warsaw
 Pact alliances who come under the
 nuclear umbrella and defense com-
 mitments of one of the superpowers
 have no particular need or incentive
 to go nuclear. The same is true of
 countries having bilateral treaties of
 alliance such as Mongolia, Japan,
 South Korea, and Taiwan. Short of
 such formal, public, legal, military
 commitments, however, it is doubt-
 ful whether any country would
 regard a security guarantee as being
 sufficient to ensure its security.
 Even U.S. allies, such as France,
 South Korea, and Taiwan, have
 doubts at times about the adequacy
 and permanence of alliance guaran-
 tees. The stationing of American
 troops on their territories has tended
 to reinforce the commitment. Except
 for France, in whose case other in-
 centives were important, none of the
 U.S. allies has demonstrated any
 present intention of going nuclear,
 although several, including Taiwan,
 have acquired an option to do so.

 The resolution of the UN Security
 Council of June 17, 1968, and the
 declarations of intention made by
 the US, USSR, and UK in the council
 that they would "seek immediate
 Security Council action to provide
 assistance, in accordance with the
 Charter," to any non-nuclear party
 to the NPT against which nuclear
 weapons are used or threatened, are
 subject to the veto and are not
 regarded by non-nuclear powers as
 providing any effective or credible
 guarantee.

 b. By negative security assurances,
 whereby the nuclear powers would
 pledge never to use or threaten to
 use nuclear weapons against non-
 nuclear powers who did not have
 nuclear weapons on their territories.
 At one time, during the negotiation
 of the NPT, the non-nuclear powers
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 regarded such assurances as im-
 portant, and they still would prefer
 to have them. The United States,
 however, has refused to give such
 assurances for fear that they would
 be regarded by its NATO allies as
 undermining its commitment to
 them. In any case, the faith of the
 non-nuclear powers in the useful-
 ness of such assurances has eroded
 over the years, and they would
 regard such negative assurances as
 providing little or no incentive to
 forbear going nuclear.

 c. By the nuclear powers fulfilling
 their NPT obligations to pursue
 efforts to halt the nuclear arms race
 and achieve measures of nuclear dis-
 armament. Here, too, the success of
 such efforts was at one time re-
 garded as an indirect way of increas-
 ing the security of all countries, but
 faith in such efforts has also been

 eroded by the failure of the nuclear
 parties to the NPT to stop testing
 nuclear weapons or achieve any
 actual measures of nuclear disarma-
 ment. Only drastic nuclear dis-
 armament that would reverse the
 nuclear arms race might serve to
 provide any real incentive against
 nuclear proliferation.1
 d. By being assured of a supply of

 conventional arms that would en-

 sure a threatened country's ability to
 deal with any potential conventional
 attack. A guarantee of such a supply
 of arms would clearly help to remove
 or lessen the need or desire of such
 beleaguered countries as Israel,
 South Korea, or Taiwan to go
 nuclear.

 e. If a strong police force was
 available to the UN Security Council
 either to defend any country from a
 nuclear or conventional attack or to
 take military sanctions against any

 1. For a contrary view, see George Quester,
 "Reducing the Incentives to Proliferation."

 country that went nuclear in viola-
 tion of its NPT obligations, and if
 the nations of the world believed
 that the UN force would be used for
 those purposes, this would provide
 good reasons for a country to forgo
 nuclear weapons. The possibilities
 of this occurring in the near future,
 however, are remote.2

 POLITICAL PRESTIGE

 It has become obvious to all
 countries that the acquisition of
 nuclear weapons and the technology
 for making them enhance a nation's
 prestige and status in the world, not
 just in military terms, but also in
 other ways. States possessing these
 arms are given greater weight in the
 entire range of foreign policy
 matters. They are brought into more
 top level international discussions
 of all kinds, and their views are
 treated with greater respect. Because
 of their nuclear weapon capability,
 the United Kingdom and France,
 who have fallen behind Japan and
 West Germany in economic strength,
 are still regarded as great powers,
 and China and India, who are much
 further down the list, are also treated
 as having achieved great power
 status. Brazil and Iran, which regard
 themselves as potential great powers,
 may very well be attracted to going
 nuclear by the larger voice they
 would receive not only in regional
 but also in world affairs.

 Thus, states may seek, through the
 acquisition of nuclear weapons:

 a. To maintain or achieve great
 power status. The best examples of
 the former are the secondary nuclear
 powers: The UK, France, and China.
 India at the present time and per-

 2. See Abraham Bargman, "The United
 Nations, the Superpowers, and Proliferation."
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 haps Brazil and Iran in the future
 are examples of the latter.

 b. To be assured of a seat at the
 "head table" in international forums.
 This would apply mainly to the
 larger and more developed countries.

 c. To enhance their prestige
 within a region or grouping of states.

 d. To redress a perceived in-
 feriority in the international hier-
 archy. This would apply mainly to
 former colonies that wish to achieve
 a status of equality with the former
 colonial powers.

 e. To remove discriminatory as-
 pects affecting their status, such as
 the distinction between nuclear and
 non-nuclear powers, the ban on
 conducting peaceful nuclear explo-
 sions, or having to accept inter-
 national safeguards on all their
 nuclear activities.

 f. To demonstrate political in-
 dependence and self-reliance and to
 be able to resist political pressures
 from the nuclear superpowers.

 On the other hand, the political
 pressures exercised in manifold
 direct and indirect ways by the
 nuclear powers and by some of the
 more important developed non-
 nuclear countries can provide dis-
 incentives to a country going nu-
 clear. In addition, a beleaguered
 country might risk losing the direct
 and open political and moral support
 of one or more nuclear powers in
 world councils and in interstate
 relations. As indicated above, a
 country that has the capability to go
 nuclear can gain some enhanced
 political stature and prestige by a
 deliberate decision based on moral
 grounds to refrain from doing so.

 ECONOMIC BENEFITS

 Economic considerations are, in
 large part, a close parallel to or re-

 flection of the political considera-
 tions. They affect both the de-
 veloped and developing countries.

 a. It is widely believed that the
 peaceful applications of nuclear
 energy, particularly as a source of
 cheap power, could be a major
 factor in promoting a country's
 economic position and improving its
 standard of living. It is also still
 believed that there are important
 "spinoff" benefits in the form of
 peaceful uses from the technology
 acquired as a result of know how in
 the field of nuclear explosions,
 despite the contrary evidence from
 the experience of Canada, West
 Germany, Japan, and Sweden.

 b. Although there are growing
 doubts about the potential benefits
 of peaceful nuclear explosions, the
 Soviet Union and most of the de-
 veloping countries continue to have
 great hopes for them, hopes which
 are fed by the May 13, 1976, US-
 USSR Treaty on Underground
 Nuclear Explosions for Peaceful
 Purposes.

 c. Some countries are interested
 in building up a peaceful nuclear
 industry because of the potential
 military spinoff benefits. Even if
 they have no present intention of
 going nuclear, as has been re-
 peatedly stressed by leaders in
 Brazil, Iran, South Africa, Taiwan,
 and other countries, they have the
 good feeling that by developing
 their nuclear industries they are
 acquiring a nuclear option in case
 the time comes when they might
 want to exercise that option.

 Thus, the symbiotic nature of the
 peaceful and military uses of nuclear
 energy is perceived as providing
 spinoff benefits in both directions.
 The military spinoff from peaceful
 uses appears to have more validity
 than the reverse.
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 d. In any case, countries interested
 in nuclear energy-India, Brazil,
 and Iran are the best examples-
 would like to be in the very front
 rank of technology. They believe
 that the acquisition of advanced
 nuclear technological capability will
 help close the economic gap be-
 tween themselves and the rich
 countries and will elevate their
 economic power and prestige. In
 this field, as in the political, national
 nuclear power industries are coming
 to be regarded somewhat like
 national airlines.

 e. It is generally accepted that,
 once a country has established a
 domestic nuclear power industry, it
 can readily go nuclear at very low
 cost, since the major costs would
 have been taken care of in the
 creation of the nuclear industry.
 For example, it has been reported
 that the cost of India's underground
 explosion was less than $250,000.
 Nuclear weapons also provide a
 "bigger bang for a buck," that is to
 say they yield greater military
 benefits at much less cost than
 modern conventional arms and
 forces. The actual cost of manu-
 facturing the warhead is relatively
 cheap-in the range of tens of
 thousands of dollars. This cost
 benefit is of particular interest to
 countries that are content to use
 aircraft and other existing means of
 delivery. It would not, of course,
 apply to countries that might want a
 range of sophisticated nuclear
 weapons and delivery vehicles.

 f. Perhaps most important of all the
 economic incentives is that
 countries, particularly those that
 were former colonies, perceive the
 acquisition of nuclear capability in
 the economic as well as the military
 and political field as freeing them
 from dependence on the super-
 powers and former colonial powers,

 giving them a larger degree of
 economic independence, and avoid-
 ing the dangers of some form of
 nuclear neocolonialism.

 g. Finally, some Third World
 countries that are committed to the
 creation of a new world economic

 order may perceive the acquisition
 of a nuclear option as giving them
 greater bargaining leverage with the
 rich industrial countries and greater
 power to resist nuclear blackmail in
 the economic as well as in other
 fields or even to try to exploit their
 own nuclear blackmail. With prob-
 lems posed by poverty, population,
 hunger, energy resources, pollution,
 and multinational corporations likely
 to intensify rather than abate in
 the future, it is not unlikely that
 this incentive will also increase as
 time passes.

 While it is not popular to discuss
 disincentives in terms of "carrots"
 or "sticks," these are the main
 instruments available to govern-
 ments for influencing the actions of
 other governments, and there are a
 number of these which might induce
 a country to forgo nuclear weapons:

 a. A guaranteed source and supply
 of nuclear fuel to operate their
 power reactors can constitute a
 strong incentive to countries not to
 go nuclear. If nuclear power pro-
 vides a significant portion of a
 country's energy requirements, it is
 a matter of major economic im-
 portance that its supply of nuclear
 fuel be maintained and not inter-
 rupted.

 b. Conversely, if a country knew
 that it would lose its source of
 supply if it went nuclear, the threat
 of such an embargo might have the
 desired effect. It is important, how-
 ever, that the risk of an embargo be
 clear and certain. Only Canada
 terminated its nuclear assistance
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 program to India after the Indian
 explosion and, at the time of writing,
 it is not clear whether the United
 States and other countries will do so.

 Failure to impose such economic
 sanctions, even limited to the
 nuclear field, can create a presump-
 tion against imposing them in the
 future in other cases.

 c. Similarly if a country knew that
 it could not acquire any nuclear
 facilities or technology unless it
 agreed to become a party to the NPT
 or to accept equivalent restrictions
 and safeguards, this, too, would pro-
 vide an important reason for not
 going nuclear. Apparently, Libya
 and South Korea were induced to
 become parties to the NPT in order
 to obtain nuclear reactors, and South
 Korea reportedly was persuaded to
 abandon its plan to acquire a
 plutonium reprocessing plant from
 France in order to ensure the con-

 tinued availability of nuclear and
 other assistance from the United

 States. Some observers have argued,
 however, that these countries joined
 the NPT in order to be able to
 obtain nuclear reactors and tech-

 nology so that they could acquire a
 nuclear weapons option and go
 nuclear at some later time if they
 chose.

 d. If the London Suppliers' Club
 could agree on strict rules and
 standards for the supply of nuclear
 equipment, materials, and tech-
 nology under conditions that would,
 to the extent that this is possible,
 prevent nuclear weapon prolifera-
 tion (which they have not as yet
 done), this would probably consti-
 tute the most powerful feasible
 incentive for countries not to go
 nuclear.

 e. Since the build-up of stocks of
 spent fuel can create an environ-
 mental hazard, particularly for
 heavily populated states or small

 countries, the willingness of sup-
 plier states to accept the return of
 spent nuclear fuel or to arrange for
 its storage elsewhere could consti-
 tute some incentive to such countries

 to agree not to reprocess their fuel
 and thus make it more difficult for

 them to go nuclear.
 f. Assurances of economic and

 financial support extending beyond
 the nuclear field can provide a strong
 inducement to countries not to go
 nuclear. If it were to extend to

 matters of far-reaching import such
 as specific elements of a new world
 economic order, it could become a
 most important incentive that might
 help to create a new political
 and moral climate that would

 strongly favor the maintenance and
 strengthening of the non-prolifera-
 tion regime. Here, again, the threat
 or possibility of discontinuing such
 support could prevent or inhibit a
 country from going nuclear.

 GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

 There is no way in which to
 measure or quantify the respective
 inducements and motivations out-

 lined above with any degree of
 precision. Nevertheless, certain ob-
 servations can be made with some

 degree of confidence. It would ap-
 pear to be almost axiomatic that
 considerations of military security
 are the predominant ones. For
 countries facing real threats to their
 survival, independence, or integ-
 rity, the paramount and decisive
 incentive is security, and all others
 pale into relative insignificance.
 Such acute problems fortunately
 afflict only a few countries, and
 special measures may be necessary
 with regard to them if, indeed, any
 measures can be effective for long.

 For such countries, it may be
 necessary to work out or allow for
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 some special status or category in
 which they would not be strictly
 nuclear or non-nuclear. This cate-
 gory would consist of states such as
 Israel, which is reported to have
 some assembled or almost com-
 pleted nuclear weapons that it can
 explode at any time. It might include
 such other countries as Argentina,
 Egypt, Pakistan, South Korea,
 Taiwan, and South Africa. It might
 restrain or slow down the trend of
 proliferation if such countries de-
 veloped their capabilities and kept
 their options open without actually
 exploding any nuclear device. This
 category might also include such
 states as Australia, Canada, West
 Germany, Italy, Japan, the Nether-
 lands, Spain, Sweden, and Switzer-
 land, with very advanced nuclear
 technologies and capabilities, that
 could easily and quickly go nuclear
 but have no desire or need to do so
 at present. They may, however, wish
 to acquire a nuclear option if a num-
 ber of other states do so.3

 Whether a country decides to go
 nuclear or not depends on reasons
 that are of particular importance to
 that country: how it views its needs
 and interests in the context of the
 military, political, economic, and
 moral climate of the world. Govern-
 ments will be responsive to the
 reactions and pressures of public
 opinion in their countries, which
 will be shaped by developments in
 neighboring countries rather than by
 developments in the policies and
 actions of the nuclear powers that do
 not directly affect them.

 Within each country, there is a
 whole spectrum of competing and
 often conflicting opinions, with
 different groups struggling to make
 their point of view prevail. It can

 3. See Ashok Kapur, "Nth Powers of the
 Future."

 usually be expected that the military-
 industrial complex, scientists and
 bureaucrats associated with it, and
 the more conservative elements in a
 country will favor the acquisition of
 nuclear weapons, while the more
 liberal elements, peace groups, and
 scientists in universities and other

 academic institutions will oppose
 that course of action. One particular
 impetus to the acquisition of nuclear
 weapons has been provided by the
 scientists and technicians involved
 in nuclear energy programs. In the
 cases of France and India, it was
 these who became the active-and
 indeed the primary-proponents of
 nuclear weapons development.

 In some circumstances, because of
 intractable economic and social
 problems which create internal
 political dissatisfaction and unrest,
 domestic politics rather than inter-
 national considerations may provide
 the impetus for going nuclear. By
 exercising that option, a govern-
 ment can win the support of oppos-
 ing or wavering military, political,
 and scientific elites and other in-
 fluential groups, as well as the
 general public. There is some
 evidence that the Indian explosion
 was motivated, at least in part, by
 the need of that government to gain
 popular support.

 Some success on the part of the
 nuclear powers in moving toward
 real nuclear disarmament could at
 least help to postpone the decisions
 of non-nuclear countries to acquire a
 nuclear option and capability. Any
 time gained in this respect will
 make possible further debate and
 reflection; it will allow more time for
 wiser counsels to prevail and for
 taking action to manage and shape
 events so as to reduce the pressures
 for going nuclear. In short, the
 achievement of substantial progress
 toward nuclear disarmament by the
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 nuclear powers would provide in-
 centives and pressures for the non-
 nuclear countries to refrain from
 going nuclear.

 THE LINKAGE BETWEEN VERTICAL
 AND HORIZONTAL PROLIFERATION4

 The theory has been advanced by
 a number of persons that there is,
 in fact, little or no linkage between
 vertical and horizontal proliferation.
 Those who propagate this theory
 hold that what the great powers,
 and in particular the superpowers,
 do or do not do to limit and control
 the nuclear arms race has little to do
 with whether any non-nuclear
 power will or will not go nuclear.

 While there might be some force
 to this argument in terms of logic or
 of rational behavior, the actions of
 nations in fact are determined more
 by political, emotional, and psycho-
 logical factors than by logic or pure
 reason. If nuclear powers, and not
 just the superpowers, proclaim and
 justify their acquisition and con-
 tinued possession of nuclear
 weapons as a deterrent against any
 attack, conventional as well as
 nuclear, how can they deny the
 validity of this theory or concept
 for the other powers? If the posses-
 sion of nuclear weapons will deter
 the Soviet Union and the United
 States, or the Soviet Union and
 China, from attacking each other,
 why would they not also deter any
 attack in an acute crisis between
 any other pair of adversary states?
 Since the posture of the nuclear
 powers seems to be aimed at the
 highest level of deterrence, particu-
 larly in a qualitative or techno-
 logical sense, it seems clear that

 4. For a more detailed discussion of the
 subject, see William Epstein, The Last
 Chance: Nuclear Proliferation and Arms
 Control (New York: The Free Press, 1976).

 they consider that the possession
 and continued improvement of these
 weapons are indispensable. As long
 as the nuclear powers continue to
 believe and behave in a way that
 demonstrates they feel more secure
 with nuclear weapons than without
 them, it seems hardly likely that they
 can persuade the non-nuclear
 powers of the opposite. Certainly
 they are not in any strong political
 position, and even less of a moral
 position, to urge the benefits and
 value of non-proliferation on the
 latter. Their example and precept
 would, on the contrary, undermine
 the position of the moderates and
 provide powerful arguments for
 military and political groups within
 any wavering country of the need to
 go nuclear.

 The failure of the two super-
 powers, despite their commitments
 in the NPT to agree on a comprehen-
 sive test ban (that is, a ban on under-
 ground tests) and their agreement on
 the Threshold Test Ban Treaty in
 July 1974 and the Peaceful Nuclear
 Explosion Treaty in May 1976
 (which permit individual nuclear
 explosions for both military and
 peaceful purposes up to a yield of
 150 kilotons), serves to highlight the
 matter. The non-nuclear countries
 are becoming increasingly disillu-
 sioned by what they regard as the
 blatant cynicism of the superpowers.

 Among the nuclear powers, only
 China has clearly and unequivocally
 declared that it would never be the
 first to use nuclear weapons and that
 it would never use nuclear weapons
 against non-nuclear states, and it has
 called on all other nuclear states to
 make similar declarations. No other
 nuclear power has made a similar
 declaration, though the Soviet
 Union and France have at different
 times and in less categorical terms
 indicated that they would favor such
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 a policy if it were agreed by all the
 nuclear powers. The United States,
 however, has not only refused to
 make any such declarations but, in
 fact, after its withdrawal from Viet-
 nam, expressly reaffirmed the policy
 of first use of nuclear weapons, if
 necessary, to repel a conventional
 attack in Europe or against South
 Korea. This policy could result in
 heightened incentives in non-
 nuclear countries to acquire nuclear
 weapons, not only to deter a local or
 regional conventional attack, but
 also as a response to nuclear threats
 or blackmail against them by nuclear
 powers. Although they could never
 hope to match the major nuclear
 powers, they might well conclude
 (as did General de Gaulle) that they
 could achieve some degree of
 nuclear deterrence against the
 nuclear powers by counter-threats of
 "tearing off an arm."

 What the nuclear powers and
 other great powers do determines
 not only the military but also the
 political and moral climate in the
 world. If the superpowers demon-
 strate that they intend to halt and
 reverse the nuclear arms race and

 are, in fact, engaged in doing so and
 in living up to their legal and moral
 obligations, they will create a
 climate that favors nuclear arms
 restraint and that discourages or
 weakens the elements within other
 countries that want to go nuclear.
 Their cessation of the nuclear arms
 race would have a positive effect
 on world security and would begin
 to diminish the aura of prestige that
 is attached to the possession of vast
 stockpiles of nuclear weapons. It
 might also release human and
 material resources for scientific and
 technological development of the
 peaceful uses of nuclear energy and
 for making them more safe. It would
 begin to lessen the central role that

 these weapons play in the defense
 systems and power positions of the
 nuclear states and reduce their psy-
 chological involvement and pre-
 occupation with nuclear weaponry.
 Above all, it would enhance the
 moral position of the nuclear powers
 and put them in a better position to
 urge other states not to go nuclear.

 On the other hand, the continuing
 failure of the nuclear powers to stop
 nuclear tests, to halt the arms race,
 and to achieve measures of nuclear
 disarmament will provide, if not
 genuine reasons, then at least
 excuses for other countries to go
 nuclear. It will certainly strengthen
 the arguments and positions of the
 nuclear hawks and weaken those of
 the doves in the non-nuclear

 countries. As the nuclear powers
 militarize the world with both
 nuclear and conventional weapons,
 the development of regional arms
 races and of an arms race climate
 in the world become inevitable.
 And such an arms race climate will
 not stop with the acquisition of
 conventional armaments.

 Even if the link between vertical

 and horizontal proliferation has
 been exaggerated or exploited by the
 non-nuclear powers, there can be
 little doubt that maintaining the
 legitimacy of nuclear weapons and
 of the nuclear arms race will facili-
 tate the further spread of these
 weapons.

 It may be difficult or even impos-
 sible to prove that, if the nuclear
 powers completely fulfilled all of
 their obligations concerning nuclear
 disarmament, it would necessarily or
 even to any important extent prevent
 other countries from going nuclear.
 The non-nuclear powers might fall
 back on other arguments or excuses
 relative to their security, their
 prestige, their economic and tech-
 nological development, or the dis-
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 criminatory nature of the NPT. On
 the other hand, it is easier to
 provide evidence that the failure of
 the nuclear powers to implement
 their nuclear disarmament pledges
 has been a factor in damaging or
 weakening the NPT. The constant
 repetition of statements and warn-
 ings by near-nuclear and other non-
 nuclear powers that they cannot or
 will not give up the option to go
 nuclear so long as the nuclear
 powers do not give up the vertical
 proliferation of these weapons, irre-
 spective of how sincerely it is meant,
 makes it easier for non-parties to
 stand apart from the NPT. It might
 also provide a ready excuse some
 day for any of the non-nuclear
 parties to the NPT to withdraw from
 the treaty under the procedure pro-
 vided for, and thus lead to the final
 collapse of the non-proliferation
 regime.

 CONCLUSIONS

 It is almost universally accepted,
 with very few dissenters, that the
 further proliferation of nuclear
 weapons reduces everybody's secu-
 rity and poses appalling dangers for
 humanity. The fact that there are 100
 parties to the NPT, despite wide-
 spread criticism of the treaty and
 doubts about its effectiveness, testi-
 fies to the belief that it represents
 an accepted means for at least
 restraining the horizontal prolifera-
 tion of nuclear weapons.

 In assessing the continued viability
 and credibility of the non-prolifera-
 tion regime, it becomes apparent
 that the incentives for states to go
 nuclear seem to far outweigh the

 disincentives. Countries facing
 serious threats to their survival or

 security pose the greatest challenge.
 Those non-nuclear countries that are
 not under the nuclear umbrella of

 any of the nuclear powers and have
 no alternative means of ensuring
 their security feel that they may
 ultimately have to rely on nuclear
 weapons and in the meantime are
 developing nuclear weapon options.
 Other countries, not faced by such
 security threats, but desiring to
 reinforce their independence or to
 increase their political and econo-
 mic status and prestige also appear
 to have strong motivations to go
 nuclear. Past experience and future
 prospects are that when any state
 goes nuclear a chain reaction or
 domino effect compels its potential
 adversaries to do likewise.

 Only strong inducements in-
 volving some combinations of tang-
 ible military, political, and economic
 rewards and punishments could pro-
 vide the necessary disincentives
 sufficient to override the more
 immediate perceived benefits of
 going nuclear.

 The implementation of far-reach-
 ing measures that would produce
 such inducements would require the
 political and moral leadership of the
 existing nuclear powers in creating
 a more secure, more disarmed, and
 more just political and economic
 world order that could remove or
 reduce the needs and desires of
 other states to go nuclear. Up to the
 present, the weight of the evidence
 is against that happening and the
 prospects are for a proliferating
 world.
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